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The topic of my graduation paper is "Geographical names as appellatives in German everyday informal speech". Object of our research are proper names as nominal ones on the base of geonyms, toponyms, oiconyms, hydronyms and urbanonyms both German, and the borrowed origin in everyday speech.

Already total absence of researches of a colloquial layer of lexicon justifies relevance of research at the level of word formation. And interest to proper names was shown by famous linguists, such as Kurilovich, Kubryakova, Lions, Shmidt, Bekhage, and others. But they were limited to researches of functioning of names of persons.

The material of research is selected by continuous selection of special dictionaries, mainly from dictionaries of Heinz Kupper. Research objective is the analysis and the description of everyday and colloquial appellatives and attempt to create structural-semantic classification of these units of the repeated nomination.

The paper consists of the introduction, two chapters, the conclusion and a bibliography.

In chapter 1 the concept of everyday informal conversation of German both its specific stylistic and nomination opportunities and ways are defined. In chapter 2 units created by a lexico-semantic way, that is by transfer of names from one object on another are considered.

In the conclusion we come to the deduction about high efficiency of an appellativation of names, as way of lexico-semantic word formation, its variety, hatlessness of use in enrichment of the kollokvialny dictionary.
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